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Chapter 1

Data reduction

The data reduction of the �echelle spectra consists of the

following steps:

� Image processing

{ Removal of cosmic spikes.

{ Removal of the bias o�set and trimming the im-

age.

{ Correction for the non-linearity e�ects of the

CCD.

{ Correction for the at �eld.

{ Removal of scattered light.

{ Finding spectral orders and extraction of the or-

ders.

� Processing the spectra

{ Correction for interference and vignetting.

{ Wavelength calibration of the spectra.

{ Normalization of the spectra to the continuum.

{ Fine tuning of the wavelength scale of the spec-

tra.

{ Wavelength transformations

� From the laboratory wavelength scale to

heliocentric wavelengths.

� From heliocentric wavelengths into the stel-

lar rest frame.

� From wavelengths to radial velocities.

{ Measurements of radial velocities, equivalent

widths of stellar lines, creation of maps of line

variability and so on.

1.1 Removal of cosmic spikes

The �echelle CCD image obtained after observation of the

stellar spectrum consists of di�erent structures such as

spectral orders, which include continuum curves superim-

posed with absorption and/or emission lines, interorder

space or background and comic spikes. To detect cosmic

spikes, we use a digital �lter which removes all the struc-

tures from the image except the cosmic spikes. In other

words, we have to apply a high-pass �lter to remove all the

low spatial frequencies from the image. After it is done,

we can easily distinguish the cosmic spikes from the rest of

the image by using a simple thresholding algorithm which

will detect all the spikes above a speci�ed level.

In presence of photon noise the question is how faint cos-

mic spikes we can detect and remove, and, can we clearly

detect the the bottom parts (tails) of the cosmic spikes.

Basically, we can smooth the image and then take the dif-

ference of the original and �ltered images. But then we will

�nd that, at the top of the bright orders, the noise due to

photon statistics is higher and we can not distinguish, at

least, the bottom of the spikes from the noise. The way to

avoid this problem is to use the statistical property of this

kind of the noise. The smoothed image can be considered

as an estimate of the mean level of the original image in

each pixel. If we take the ratio between the original and

smoothed images we will get an estimate of the relative

error, which is decreasing as the level of the signal grows.

The following equation describes this process:

ratio = 1 +

noise

bias + signal

+

spike

bias + signal

The image we are working with is a biased image which still

contains the bias o�set. In this way one can avoid division

by zero at the very low accumulation levels between the

orders or within the overscan bias strip. A special consid-

eration should be taken into account about the bias o�set

in the presence of spatial noise which can not be completely

removed by the �lter applied. Such a problem occurs in

5
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Figure 1.1: The original image of II Peg obtained

with the SOFIN spectrograph with the medium

resolution camera in the Ca iiH spectral region.

Ca iiH 3933

�

A in emission is visible in the second or-

der from the bottom.

case of close and narrow absorbtion lines.

The best way to �lter the image is to use a median �lter

which �lters across the rows of the CCD image. It means

that the height of the �lter is one column and the width

should be adjusted to the features of the given image. A

width of about 11-15 pixels is enough in most of the cases.

The procedure of detecting and removing the cosmic spikes

consists of the following steps:

1. Find the best median �lter length. For that, dis-

play the original image, point the horizontal marker

line onto some cosmic spike, and display the cross-

cut. Apply a median �lter of such a width, that the

smoothed curve is not a�ected by the spike. If there

are some very broad cosmic spikes, then the tendency

to increase the �lter length as far as it does not af-

fect the spectral features. If the length cannot be in-

creased anymore, then detection and removal should

be done in two stages by using a broader window af-

ter removal of all sharp spikes or by means of manual

correction of the image data.

2. Process the original image(s) by a median �lter of the

selected length. That can be done from the database

process menu (Fig 1.4):

� Mark the images or put the table bar on the

single image to be processed.

� Select the Filtration command in the Process

menu and choose the Median filter submenu.

� Specify the �lter parameters, choose ratio of

original and �ltered images as the result, and
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Figure 1.2: After processing by a median �lter with

window length of 15 pixels. The ratio between the

original and the �ltered images is shown.
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Figure 1.3: The plot shows a column taken from the

original image near the emission line together with

the cosmic spikes. A median �lter of 15 pixels win-

dow length goes through the data and the ratio be-

tween the original and the �ltered data is shown at

the bottom. The ratio was enhanced with a scale

factor.
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Figure 1.4: Two-dimensional median �lter menu

window.

start processing.

3. Make the cosmic spike mask image using the ratio of

the original and the �ltered images. The histogram

of a region of the image (for instance, 100� 100 pix-

els) with some number of spikes included is used in

order to �nd a threshold level which could separate

the spike intensities from the main part of the his-

togram. The histogram should be calculated and dis-

played with the appropriate resolution which allows to

see and to set the separation level interactively. The

most deviation points of data could signi�cantly re-

duce the resolution. Cutting o� the deviating tails of

the histogram solves the problem. That can be done

by changing the cuto� levels of the minimal and the

maximal points. Here, the cuto� of minimal points is

irrelevant, it could be 1-3%. The cuto� of the maxi-

mal points, which are the spikes, depending from their

number, but the value 0.05% looks suitable.

After the histogram was displayed, choose the thresh-

old to separate the spikes by moving the graphical

marker box in the histogram. The lower left end of

the box is irrelevant, but the position of the right

side of the box de�nes the proper level. In order to

accept the data boundaries, press Enter, to disregard

use Alt-X. On exit from the histogram, the imager

program redisplays the image according to the newly

selected interval: for the cosmic mask making pro-

cedure it could not be needed. Press Esc to stop

displaying.

The last step is to detect the most deviating points of

the data according to the selected threshold. Before

that, one should specify the direction of the detection:

the program could detect the points which are devi-

ating either below, or above, or in both directions

regarding to the selected interval. For the ordinary
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Figure 1.5: Histogram of the ratio of the original

and the �ltered images. A threshold at level 1.11

separates cosmic spikes from all other points of the

data distribution.

cosmic spikes, the second option is the actual. The

option can be changed in the threshold mode menu

command. Run the thresholding command in order

to create the cosmic ray mask. The new image is writ-

ten on the disk, appended to the database of images,

and displayed on the screen to check the result.

If the level was selected too low, then a noisy random

pattern could be seen in the image which systemati-

cally follows the interorder space. On the other hand,

if the level is too high, then only the uppermost parts

of the spikes were detected and marked in the mask

image as the points to be corrected. In both cases, a

second trial is necessary: exit from the mask image

display by Alt-X and display the histogram again by

Alt-R. Change the level and repeat thresholding. The

result should look better.

4. The command to remove cosmic spikes can be found

in the Process menu of the database of images. The

command has two arguments which have to be spec-

i�ed correctly: they de�ne the area around the spike

where its replacement is to be found. The median is

used as the replacement of the spike, which is calcu-

lated in the speci�ed window. The larger the win-

dow the more distinct points of the image could be

involved (most likely, the neighbouring spectral or-

ders), and the median value cannot be trusted. The

smaller the window the less points are available; the

program, furthermore, checks that the points involved

into median calculations are not marked as well and

extends the window, if necessary, to the speci�ed size.

This could lead to a comparatively large distance be-

tween the spike and the points used to calculate its

replacement, even if the speci�ed window size is small.
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Figure 1.6: The image of the cosmic spikes mask with

the features marked to be removed from the original

image.

Figure 1.7: Menu window of cosmic spikes removal

The most reasonable way to select the removal win-

dow size is to say, that the width should be about the

median �lter length (used for the �ltering of the origi-

nal image to obtain the mask), and the height should

be one, especially in the case of the �echelle images

where a rather strong cross-order gradient occurs for

the short optical camera.

The program can be run in batch mode, in case the

cosmic masks are prepared for a number of images,

which can be marked so that the program could pro-

cess one image after the other.

The output �le, co-named as the original and with the

extension *.clr is created. The image is appended

to the database of objects.

5. In some cases the described semi-automatic cleaning

procedure could not remove all the spikes completely.

In another case, instead of �ltering, thresholding, and
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Figure 1.8: The same image after removing the cos-

mic spikes.

removing, it could be much faster to remove 2{3 spikes

interactively by using one of the two data correction

procedures:

� Correction of the deviating data points manu-

ally, as it is described in the imager program.

The spikes should be displayed within a cross-

cut of the image, given by the marker box, and

replaced by interpolaton.

� Correction by editing the image data in a win-

dow. Bad point then can be replaced by a me-

dian taken on the window size speci�ed, as it is

similar to the spikes removal procedure above.

Free the disk space by deleting unnecessary images

and their records from the database; they have the

extensions:

*.dvd which are the normalized images,

*.cr which are the cosmic ray masks.

The images which should remain in the database are

the cleaned images with the extension *.clr.
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1.2 Removal of the bias o�set and

trimming the image

The analog-to-digital converter (ADC) of the CCD elec-

tronics transforms the signal into an unsigned integer num-

ber, which is in the range 0-65535 ADU (analog-to-digital

units). To avoid negative numbers, which can occur for

low signal levels due to noise, a constant bias o�set is in-

troduced into the value of each pixel by means of the CCD

hardware setup. Usually, the value of the bias o�set is

about 500-1000 ADU and can easily be estimated by the

level of a bias frame. But the bias o�set may be changing

with time, due to a drift of the CCD and/or the electronics'

temperature, and also the value can change during readout

of the CCD due to a small variance of the o�set voltages.

It means that removal of the bias o�set must be done for

each image obtained from the CCD separately, and instead

of a constant level subtraction a bias structure should be

removed. For each CCD image we can easily obtain over-

scan bias pixels by reading out some more pixels than the

actual number of CCD columns and rows. The amount of

additional columns and rows can be de�ned by expanding

the readout region of the CCD. Usually, we obtain an extra

20-30 bias columns (direction of serial transfer) and 30-40

bias rows (direction of parallel transfer).

To remove the bias o�set structure, we will extract an av-

erage column at the bottom of the image or an average

row at the rightmost part of the image, then smooth it

and subtract it from the whole image. Smoothing of the

average vector (a one-dimensional set of data) is necessary

to remove as much as possible random noise in the data of

the vector, otherwise we will add this noise into the whole

image during subtraction (note, that this noise would be

correlated in the result, because the same column/row is

subtracted from each original column/row). The origin of

the random white noise in the overscan bias strips is in

the CCD hardware, and it is known as readout noise. The

readout noise is produced mostly by the reset noise of the

output transistor of the CCD.

Due to some features of the CCD structure and the readout

procedure, in the case of di�erent CCD systems, the CCD

frame may start and end with a very bright or dark column

or row. This means in practice, that we should remove

from the CCD frame a few �rst and last rows and a few

�rst columns. Also we should remove the overscan bias

strips in columns and rows after subtraction of the bias

o�set is �nished. Omitting this step can produce severe

boundary problems in the following reduction procedures.

We call this operation trimming of the image. Trimming

can be done in two steps: during extraction of the bias

strip and, after bias subtraction, by extracting a subset of

the image.
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Figure 1.9: Enlarged area of the bottom part of a

CCD image with the marker box located on the over-

scan by columns bias strip.
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Figure 1.10: An average column taken from the pre-

vious image. A jump down in the bias level is seen.

The smoothed curve is subtracted from the image

column by column.
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Figure 1.11: Enlarged area of the rightmost part of

the CCD image with the marker box located on the

overscan by rows bias strip.

At �rst, we have to de�ne the area, which will be used as

the overscan bias strip. Usually, it is a good idea to use

the overscan by columns for the stellar images, when we

can mostly remove any variations in the bias across the

whole image, but to use the overscan by rows for the at

�eld frames, where, due to the high accumulated signals,

the bottom overscan strip would be a�ected by the e�ect

of poor serial transfer e�ciency. This case can be easily

checked in two ways: either, point the marker box onto

the overscan area and enhance the image by calculating

and applying the histogram; then, some "leaking" of light

into the overscan strip can be clearly seen. Or, take a

cross-cut and enlarge the overscan area; then, a decreasing

trend in the bias should be visible.

Two di�erent options are used during bias subtraction:

subtract the overscan vector as a column or as a row.

� Overscan bias by columns: bottom part of the im-

age. The marker box should be pointed to the bottom

overscan area and moved away from the beginning of

the image, so that a few �rst rows will be omitted

as well as some last rows of the image, including the

vertical overscan strip and a few last rows of the ex-

posed area of the CCD. The subtract bias column

option should be selected in the bias menu window.

The subtraction of the bias vector will be done from

the whole image column by column, and the width,

or number of rows, of the new image will be equal to

the length of bias vector. The new unbiased image

will still include areas which should be removed: the

�rst few columns and the bottom overscan by columns

strip. To do that, extract a subset of the image.

� Overscan bias by rows: rightmost part of the image.

The marker box should be pointed to the right over-

Figure 1.12: Menu window of the bias removal com-

mands.

scan area and lowered away from the very �rst few

columns, and the height should be adjusted to avoid

the bottom part of the image, including the horizontal

overscan area and the last few columns of the exposed

area of the CCD. The subtract bias row option should

be selected in the bias menu window. The subtraction

of the bias vector will be done from the whole image

row by row, and the height, or number of columns, of

the new image will be equal to the length of bias vec-

tor. The new unbiased image will still include areas

which should be removed: the �rst few rows and the

rightmost overscan by rows strip. To do that, extract

a subset of the image.

The following is a summary of the steps:

1. Point the marker box onto the selected overscan area.

2. Put the marker borders into the list of regions: press

Alt-L, create a new (F5) or edit (F4) an existing re-

gion. The extraction method must be either Avrcols

or Avrrows. Highlight the region created by Ins. Exit

by Esc.

3. Extract the region by F8 or, if there are many im-

ages to process, from the FITS menu of the database

program.

4. Transfer into the database of spectra and smooth

the extracted vectors. Gaussian, median or trimmed

mean �lters are suitable for that. A �lter length of

about 15-25 is enough to get a suitably smoothed

curve. If there are cosmic spikes, it is better to edit

them manually by using Ctrl-Enter and Alt-I. Af-

ter that, the data can be smoothed.

5. Highlight only the vectors to be used for bias sub-

tracting.
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6. Transfer back into the database of images and mark

the images to be processed.

7. Go to the Process/Bias removal menu and select

one of the two commands to subtract bias vectors, as

a column or as a row. New images with extension

*.col or *.row will be created and appended to the

database.

8. To extract a subset of the unbiased images, display

one of them. Select a suitable area of the image

to extract and save it into the list of regions. It

is convenient to change the �le template pre�x to

ext, so that the extracted image �le name will be

e.g. ext005302.col. The extraction method must be

subimage. Highlight this record and unmark all other

lines in the table.

9. Extract the region by F8 or, if there are many im-

ages to process, from the FITS menu of the database

program.

1.3 Correction for the at �eld

The total noise of the signal registered by the CCD can be

expressed in the following form:

�

2

total

= �

2

stat

+ �

2

spn

+ (�

dark

=C)

2

where �

total

is the total relative noise of the registered sig-

nal C (in e

�

), �

stat

is the relative error of the photon noise,

which is equal to 1=

p

C, �

spn

is the relative high frequency

pixel-to-adjacent-pixel spatial noise due to variations of the

pixels' sensitivities, �

dark

is the noise due to the dark cur-

rent accumulated during the exposure time, including the

readout noise of the CCD. For weak signals, the dark noise

component becomes dominating. For strong signals, the

high frequency spatial noise dominates over all the others.

The photometric quality of the registered signal mostly de-

pends on how accurate the spatial noise can be removed

during the at �eld correction.

The following spatial structures are a�ecting the object

image which can be corrected by using the at �eld image:

� High frequency spatial pixel-to-adjacent-pixel �xed

pattern noise.

� Dirt stains and particles on the camera entrance win-

dow and the CCD chip.

� Optical interference on the CCD coating layers.

� Product of the vignetting function of the optical cam-

era and the blaze function of the �echelle.

In order to correct for these structures, we have to make a

at �eld exposure by using a special lamp situated in the

spectrograph. The lamp has no spectral lines in its spec-

trum, but only a smooth continuum. During the at �eld

lamp exposure, the light passes through the spectrograph

exactly in the same way as during stellar exposures. In

order to achieve maximumaccuracy of the at �eld correc-

tion, we have to accumulate a much stronger signal in the

at �eld than in the object image. Because of the limited

capacity of the CCD pixels, we have to obtain a number

of at �elds, which depends on the maximal signal of the

object image. For instance, in case of weak accumulated

signals in the object image the number of the at �elds can

be limited to 5, for strong signals it could be 50. Thus, we

have to make a series of exposures with subsequent adding

them together. Of course, this time consuming procedure

cannot be done during observations, but it should be done

during the following day.

In our recently developed technique of at �elding, we are

using merging of the spectral orders to obtain the mas-
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Figure 1.13: A typical at �eld image obtained in the

merged spectral orders mode in the 6427 & 7516

�

A

spectral region with the 2nd optical camera of the

SOFIN spectrograph. The sum of 31 individual at

�elds yields a total signal of 1 200 000 ADU in the

centre of the image. Wrap of the palette colours was

used to enhance details on the image, where some

dirt stains on the CCD window are visible at the

bottom, between rows 600-800. Atmospheric oxygen

absorption lines are faintly visible at the top of the

image.

ter at �eld. This simply means, that the slit height is

increased to the maximum during at �eld exposures, so

that the spectral orders in the image overlap. There are

several reasons to do that:

� To avoid the problem how to get the �echelle and the

cross-dispersion prism exactly into the same position

as for the object image in the night.

� To get more light in the at �eld at the wings of the

spectral orders of the object image.

� To get a smoother structure of the at �eld across

the dispersion to avoid low frequency spatial contri-

butions.

� To get more signal from the at �eld lamp (which is

red) in blue spectral regions where also the CCD is

less sensitive.

To get an accumulation level which is strong enough for a

reasonable exposure time, it is necessary, also, to increase

or decrease the entrance slit width.

The disadvantages of this method are:

� The optical interference in some red spectral regions

on the CCD coating layers has a di�erent e�ect com-

pared to the object exposure. This happens because

of di�erent spectral contents of the light per �xed area

on the CCD, mostly, due to the mixture of the light

from consecutive spectral orders. As a result, the

amplitude, phase and periods of interference on the

merged at �eld are di�erent from those on the object

image. To get the same pattern of the interference,

we have to make a at �eld exposure with exactly

the same slit setup as for the object image. Such an

exposure can be done immediately after the object ex-

posure, and we do not have to care about how strong

a signal can be obtained as long as it is enough to

extract the interference pattern (see below).

� The high frequency pixel-to-pixel spatial structure is

wavelength dependent. Fortunately, at least for the

EEV CCDs we are using, this function is very smooth

between several spectral orders.

A basic approach to at �eld correction is to extract spa-

tial frequencies from the at �eld image which are present

in the object image and then divide the object image by

the correction image. Extraction of the spatial frequencies

means that we have to avoid, or �lter out, the extra spatial

structures which are present in the at �eld image:

� The structure of the �echelle orders in cross-dispersion

direction.

� The product of the vignetting function of the opti-

cal camera and the blaze function of the �echelle in

dispersion direction.

� Absorption lines in the at �eld. In some spectral

regions from 7000

�

A to 9000

�

A we can see very strong

bands due to molecular oxygen present in the air in

the optical path of the spectrograph. In case of the

merged at �elds, when the slit height has been in-

creased, these lines are expanded over a few orders.

� The optical interference on the CCD coating layers

which is di�erent from the interference present in the

object frame.

To remove these structures, we can use a lowpass �lter

which works across the rows in dispersion direction col-

umn by column over the whole unbiased at �eld image,

so that the structures present in the object image remain

unchanged. The amplitude of the spatial noise is linear,

i.e. depends on the amplitude of the signal (if the CCD

response is linear, of course), and that means that we have

the case of multiplicative spatial noise. To get the surface

of the relative noise, which does not depend on the illumi-

nation level, we have to divide the original at �eld by the

�ltered image. Then, the unbiased object image should be

divided by the normalized at �eld image.
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Figure 1.14: One column taken from the at �eld im-

age showing three components of the multiplicative

noise: low frequency noise as variations of the illu-

mination level across the image, medium frequency

noise due to dirt stains, and high frequency noise as

pixel-to-pixel �xed pattern. A trimmed mean �lter

with parameters 51/11+11 was used to eliminate the

low frequency noise.
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Figure 1.15: A normalized at �eld containing only

high frequency spatial pixel-to-pixel noise and dark

spikes due to dirt stains/particles on the CCD win-

dow.

In order to remove atmospheric absorption lines from the

master at �eld, the normalized image can be �ltered by

a lowpass �lter which works across the columns in cross-

dispersion direction row by row over the whole image.

Then, the normalized source image has to be divided once

more by the new �ltered image.

Optical interference patterns in the object image can be ex-

tracted from a single at �eld image obtained with exactly

the same conditions as the object image by the following

steps:

1. Divide the unbiased at �eld image by the normalized

master at �eld (the same way as the object image)

to remove all the structures already corrected in the

object frame.

2. Apply a lowpass �lter working across the rows in dis-

persion direction in order to extract only the interfer-

ence pattern.

3. Divide the object image by the normalized smoothed

surface which consists of only the interference pattern.

It is obvious, that the vignetting function cannot be re-

moved in this procedure, because it was removed as the low

frequency spatial noise from the master at �eld. Further-

more, the function goes along the spectral orders, which

are in general tilted in the CCD image. But we are work-

ing along the columns because we are mostly concerned

with the high frequency noise, which contributes most to

the total noise. The vignetting function can be easily ex-

cluded after the extraction of orders in the stage of con-

tinuum �tting. Another possibility is to extract spectral

orders from the ordinary at �eld image corrected for the

master at �eld. Su�ciently smoothed and normalized to

the maxima, the extracted at �eld orders can be used to

straightening the continuum of the object orders.

After division by the master at �eld, it is worthwhile to

check the value of the high frequency spatial noise reduc-

tion to be sure that all corrections were done properly. To

do that, we have to extract the same single column from the

original object image (before at �eld correction), from the

original unbiased at �eld image and from corrected object

image. We need to �nd in the object image, if possible, a

at column without steep gradients and spectral lines to

get enough pixels to estimate the value of the noise. Then,

for the known gain factor of the CCD (g), the accumula-

tion level in ADU in the object column (C

�

) and in at

�eld (C

�

), we can estimate the lower limit of the relative

error of the data in the column of the corrected image:

�

2

ratio

= �

2

�

+ �

2

�

=

1

C

�

� g

+

1

C

�

� g
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It is assumed here, that the �xed pattern has been re-

moved, but some amount of the random statistical noise

from the at �eld (the second term in the equation) is in-

troduced into the corrected object image. Then, we have

to compare this value to the measurements of the noise in

the column of the image after correction. To measure the

noise, we can smooth the column by a gaussian �lter, take

the ratio and use the statistical window to get the value

of the relative error. If there are some weak spectral lines

in the column, two consecutive columns of about the same

level could be extracted and the ratio taken. The relative

error then should be divided by

p

2.

For instance, the data shown in Figure 1.16 give a relative

noise level in the object column before at �eld correction

of 1.37% and after the correction of 0.93% . The accumu-

lated counts in the object column give a relative error of

23 000 ADU� 0:51 e

�

/ADU = 0.92% and in the at �eld

1 040 000 ADU � 0:51 e

�

=ADU = 0.14%. Then, the sum

of squares of these errors gives a relative error of 0.93%,

as it was measured. Thus, the signal to noise ratio per

pixel was improved from 73 to 108. During spectral order

extraction, when 10-15 pixels are summed, the signal to

noise ratio will be increased again by a factor of 3-3.5 for

this particular exposure.

The following is a summary of the steps:

1. Process the unbiased summed at �eld to remove low

frequency structures. The trimmed mean �lter is the

most suitable for this purpose. The parameters of

the �lter depend on the structure of the at �eld. To

process the image column by column separately, the

height of the �lter should be set to 1. The width could

be 31 and the number of points to reject must be equal

for the lower and upper parts of the window, say, 11

and 11. The ratio should be taken while �ltering.

2. If absorption lines are present in the at �eld, the

normalized image can be �ltered in perpendicular di-

rection to remove slow trends produced by the lines.

The ratio should be taken while �ltering.

3. Divide the unbiased object image by the normalized

at �eld.

4. Check the noise reduction.
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Figure 1.16: High frequency spatial noise of the

CCD. The lower two panels are fragments of the same

column taken from two merged at �elds obtained

at di�erent times. Statistical noise is negligible com-

pared to the high frequency noise due to the large

amount of the accumulated signal, and it is clearly

seen, that the pattern is repeating from image to

image. The third panel from the bottom shows the

same column taken from the object image, �ltered

and normalized to the smoothed curve. The same

pattern is visible with a larger statistical noise be-

cause of less accumulated signal. The upper panel

shows the same column after division by the at �eld

column. The �xed pattern has been removed, only

the signal + statistical noise remain.

Figure 1.17: The trimmed mean �lter menu in the

database of images.
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1.4 Removal of the scattered light

Scattered light in the �echelle spectrograph originates from

di�erent sources:

� Scattering of the light which is out of the optical beam

from the frames of the optics and the internal parts

of the spectrograph.

� Scattering of the light from very bright emission lines

or from very bright orders, so-called interorder scat-

tering. In this case, the light is also scattered from

the optical surfaces of the spectrograph, as well as on

the CCD window.

The level of the scattered light increases in the blue spec-

tral regions in case of observations of an object with strong

red emission, when out of the beam red light di�uses into

the optics of the spectrograph. Protection screens, ba�es

and optical �lters limit this e�ect to a minimum, but still

the scattered light, which has amplitudes of 1% to 10% of

the level of the signal in the neighbouring orders, should

be removed during image processing. If the scattered light

on the �echelle image is not removed or not completely re-

moved, then it will cause reduction of the line depths in

the extracted spectral orders (veiling).

To subtract scattered light, we have to extract a smooth

surface by using information from the interorder space. In

general, this surface turns out to be not describable by sim-

ple functions like polynomials. Therefore, we use a digital

�lter to remove all the spatial frequencies produced by the

spectral orders except the interorder space.

A gaussian �lter working in rejection mode across the

columns can give a good estimate of the scattered light.

The length of the �lter should be selected as the maxi-

mal distance between the orders. Several iterations must

be performed in order to reach the interorder level. After

each iteration, points above the �ltered curve will be re-

placed by the corresponding points taken from the �ltered

curve. The smaller the �lter length, the more details in

the structure can be extracted. The more iterations, the

smoother the resulting surface. The introduction of a bin-

ning factor in the direction of the rows has the following

reasons:

� Saving of computation time.

� The scattered light surface is generally a smooth sur-

face without many small details. Instead of using each

row to get an estimate of the scattered light in that

row, we can use the average information from a few

consecutive rows to get less noise from the source data

and thus a more reliable estimate.
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Figure 1.18: An image of II Peg taken with the 2nd

camera in the region of Ca II H 3933

�

A. The scat-

tered light is seen to be strongest in the blue. The

interorder space has been enhanced to make the ir-

regular structure of the scattered light better visible.
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Figure 1.19: Average column (4 columns starting at

227) taken between the orders of the previous image

to show the amplitude and the scale of variations of

the scattered light.The solid line is the same average

column taken from the �nal scattered light image.
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Figure 1.20: Cross-dispersion cut to adjust the gaus-

sian �lter parameters in order to �t the curve to the

interorder points. The data represent an average of

10 rows taken from the central part of the image.

A Gaussian �lter with the parameters length= 22,

number of iterations= 11 and above rejection was

used.

The value of the binning factor depends on the structure of

the scattered light, but usually a value of at least 10 rows is

convenient. A binned output image will be produced with

an accordingly reduced number of rows. Subtraction of two

images with di�erent binning factors (step sizes or disper-

sions) by using the ProcessSubtractmenu command will

preserve the minimal step size of the two in the resulting

image. It is important not to use the subtraction mode of

the gaussian �lter if the chosen binning factor is di�erent

from 1. In this case, the di�erence image would have a step

size equal to the binning factor selected. If no binning was

chosen, then it is a good idea to smooth the image by us-

ing, say, an average �lter with a window of about 15� 15

pixels.
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Figure 1.21: Surface of the extracted scattered

light.A binning factor in the direction of the rows

of 10 was chosen.
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Figure 1.22: The same image as at the beginning but

after subtraction of the scattered light surface.

Figure 1.23: Gaussian �lter setup menu commands

in the database of images.
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1.5 Extraction of the spectral or-

ders

Extraction of the spectral orders from the �echelle image

consists of the following steps:

� Find each order position in the two-dimensional image

plane.

� Identify the �echelle order numbers on the image.

� Find the width of each order.

� Extract all the orders to get spectra of the object.

� Assign orders from the object image to the compar-

ison spectrum image (optionally, to the at �eld im-

age) and extract comparison spectra.

In order to �nd spectral orders on the image we have to

specify two parameters, which depend on the order struc-

ture and the noise level of the image: the length of a gaus-

sian �lter and a binning factor. The program works across

the image row by row with the speci�ed binning step size

and calculates the average row in each step. The aver-

age row is �ltered using a gaussian window of the speci�ed

length. top of the orders from zero background parts. Pix-

els which are above of the smoothed curve are considered

as points belonging to a detected spectral order. A �t of

a gaussian to the upper part of the order is used to �nd a

reliable position of the order in the given row. So far, the

program knows the centre of the orders in each binned row

and the number of orders found. A two-dimensional �t is

used to link X and Y -coordinates of the orders together.

In dispersion direction we are using a polynomial of sec-

ond degree and in cross-dispersion direction a polynomial

of 5th degree. Finally, we thus obtain a �t which excludes

all the random errors in the coordinates of the orders.

In practice, we have sometimes a much more complicated

situation with particular �echelle images.

� Some of the orders could be too weak to be detected

by the algorithm described. The program identi�es

missing orders by interpolation/extrapolation; to do

this it analyzes the coe�cients of the 2nd order poly-

nomials as functions of relative order number.

� Some artifacts on the image could cause a detection

of an arti�cial order. In case of very weak images,

the gaussian �lter curve is quite low near the back-

ground where a higher noise can trigger a false order

detection. The same could happen in case of the not

completely removed cosmic spikes in the interorder

space. In such cases, the program tries to exclude not

reliable orders with very low accuracy of the polyno-

mial �t along the X-coordinate by performing a series

of tests.

Both e�ects can produce an error, or gap, in the relative

counter of the orders and create a "squeezing" or "expand-

ing" mesh of the orders displayed on the image. If the

length of the gaussian �lter is chosen correctly, changing

of the binning factor and a new trial could help to avoid

the problem.

The next step is to �nd the widths of the all orders found.

To �nd the width, we calculate an average pro�le of the

each order. The program goes along the polynomial curve

at the top of each order row by row and sums up the re-

binned cross-dispersion pro�le. The full width is de�ned

as the distance from the upper to the lower wings of the

average pro�le where the intensity falls down to 1% from

its maximum.

The �nal step is extraction of the orders into one-

dimensional spectra. All the orders found are integrated

within their borders as described in the following.

Let i and k be indices (sequential number) of rows and

columns on the image, respectively. Then, the shape of

the order can be described as:

y

i

= a+ bx

i

+ cx

2

i

where y

i

is the position of the order centre across the

columns in world coordinates for a given row with coor-

dinate x

i

. The world coordinates are:

x

i

= X

0

+ i �X

1

; y

k

= Y

0

+ k � Y

1

where X

0

and X

1

are the reference pixel value CRVAL2 and

increment value along second axis (CCD rows) CDELT2 of

the FITS image, respectively. Y

0

and Y

1

are the corre-

sponding values CRVAL1 and CDELT1 for the �rst axis (CCD

columns) of the FITS image, respectively. Hereafter, the

reference pixel value is referring to the �rst pixel on the

axis (denoted by CRPIX=1).

Let w

1

be the width of the upper wing of the order (as

measured from the center of the order) and w

2

be that of

the lower wing; then, the order boundaries in index scale

are:

r

1

=

y

i

� w

1

� Y

0

Y

1

; r

2

=

y

i

+ w

2

� Y

0

Y

1

Integration of the order along the row i across the columns

starting from r

1

to r

2

can be described as:

S

i

= I

k

1

;i

� (1� f

1

) +

k

2

�1

X

k=k

1
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Figure 1.24: A gaussian �lter with a window length

of 33 pixels, applied to the sum of 10 cross-order rows

in order to check separation of the upper parts of the

spectral orders from the background area.

Here,

k

1

= int(r

1

) and k

2

= int(r

2

)

are the integer parts of the indices of the �rst and the last

complete columns, and

f

1

= frac(r

1

) and f

2

= frac(r

2

)

are the fractional parts of the columns which are partially

inside the order boundaries.

A summary of the orders extraction procedure:

� Display the image where the orders should be ex-

tracted and use the respective commands in the

Process menu.

� Display a cross-dispersion cut with the number of

rows set equal to the binning factor, which could be,

as a �rst guess, around 10-20 rows for most of the

cases.

� Select the Find orders command, setup the binning

factor and start processing. The orders found will be

displayed by curves along the top of the orders. If the

picture is wrong, change the binning factor. Check

the upper and the lower parts of the image by enlarg-

ing the areas and enhancing the colours by using the

histogram facility to make the curves of the orders

better visible. Information about orders' position is

saved into the binary �le with the same name as the

image but with the extension *.spp (we will call it

SPP �le). Spectral orders found can be redisplayed

by using the hotkey F7, if the �le containing the order

parameters is present in current directory.
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Figure 1.25: Enlarged area of the image with white

dashed lines showing the borders of the orders. A

central solid black line indicates the tops of the or-

ders.
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Figure 1.26: A few shifted average pro�les taken from

the image. Borders of the orders are not symmetrical

with respect to the orders' maxima because of bad

seeing/guiding during observations.
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� Before the next step, we have to identify the �echelle

spectral order numbers we want to extract. So, we

need to know the absolute �echelle order number of the

uppermost order found in the image and the direction

in which the numbers are increasing. It is very im-

portant to specify the correct number, because these

numbers will be used later for the two-dimensional

dispersion curve procedure where the optical proper-

ties of the �echelle are used. Furthermore, it is con-

venient to have the same enumeration of the same

orders when observing in slightly di�erent spectral

regions (say, shifted in cross-dispersion direction by a

few orders), i.e. to use the same absolute order num-

ber instead of di�erent relative numbers for the same

spectral order.

In order to get the absolute �echelle spectral order

number, we can use the model of the focal plane of

the spectrograph (called from the database of spec-

tral regions) together with an identi�cation of a few

spectral lines on the comparison spectrum image or

even using some features of the stellar image.

� Select the Average orders command and specify the

absolute number of the uppermost �echelle order found

in the image. To give the program the information

about how the order number is changing downwards,

we have to give a sign to that order:

Positive order number, if the order numbers are

increasing downwards: this is the case for the

2nd and 3rd optical cameras of the SOFIN spec-

trograph. It means that the blue spectral orders

are at the bottom of the �echelle image.

Negative order number, if the order numbers are

decreasing downwards: this is the case for the

1st optical camera of the SOFIN spectrograph.

It means that the red spectral orders are at the

bottom of the �echelle image.

When processing the image, each average order is

written into a separate FITS �le and appended to the

database of spectra. The �le name of an average or-

der is e.g. 37w05830.dat, where the �rst two digits are

the absolute order number, the letter means "weight"

function and the rest is the image �le sequential num-

ber. The �le name or its parts and extension are not

changeable.

When all the orders are extracted, the program dis-

plays the borders of the orders. Information about

the orders' widths is also written into the SPP �le.

The following lines appear in the FITS header to be

used later by the two-dimensional dispersion curve

facility:

HISTORY The order was extracted from CCD04701.FIT \\

ORDER = 33 / Spectral order number \\

SPC0 = 70.805024526841 / Spectral order parabola: \\

SPC1 = -0.0214467894556 / Ycol=c0+Xrow*(c1+Xrow*c2) \\

SPC2 = 2.0730447666694e-05 \\

SPFW = 5.2206666255819 / Full width of the order in pixels \\

Changing these values (by editing the FITS header)

does not have any e�ect, because the programs take

the order parameters from the binary SPP �le.

� Extract the orders by using the last command. The

�le name of the spectra is e.g. 37x05830.dat, where

the �rst two digits are the order number, the letter

means "extracted" and the rest is the image �le se-

quential number. The �le name or its parts and ex-

tension are not changeable.

� Finally, assign the order structure to the comparison

spectrum image. That can be done from the database

of images by using the Process/Assign orders com-

mand as follows:

1. Select the object image with the orders found

and press Enter. To discard and exit, use Esc.

2. Select the corresponding comparison spectrum

image and press Enter. To discard and exit use

Esc.

The program creates a copy of the SPP �le for the

new image. The name of this SPP �le is the same as

the name of the image assigned. So, orders cannot

be assigned to an image with the same name but a

di�erent extension.

If the initial coordinates of the two images are dif-

ferent, then the parameters of the spectral orders are

corrected for the o�set. The initial coordinates of the

object image CRVAL1 and CRVAL2 are always shifted

compared to the comparison image after the trim-

ming procedure, when a few �rst unwanted columns

and rows were removed. If the second image bound-

aries are a subset of those of the �rst one, then outer

orders will disappear.

� Display comparison spectrum image, display the or-

ders and extract the comparison spectra. The initial

order number will be taken from the SPP �le belong-

ing to the image.
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Figure 1.27: Residuals of the two-dimensional dis-

persion curve �t of 316 spectral lines taken from 10

di�erent spectral orders across the comparison spec-

trum image obtained with the 3rd optical camera of

the SOFIN spectrograph. The polynomial �t of sec-

ond order was obtained with the assumption that the

blaze line of the �echelle is aligned to the CCD rows.

Spectral lines from the reddest orders are located in

the upper part of the picture and the bluest spectral

lines are in the lower part.

1.6 Wavelength calibration

� Locate, identify and �t spectral lines in some spectral

order of the comparison spectrum.

� Make a two-dimensional dispersion curve �t based on

one order to get approximate dispersion curves for the

rest of the orders.

� Locate, pickup and �t spectral lines in several spectral

orders across the image.

� Make a two-dimensional dispersion curve �t to get the

accurate dispersion curve for each spectral order.
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Figure 1.28: Residuals of the same lines after the

distortion was excluded. The tilt of the blaze was

found to be -899

00

and the rate of change of the tilt,

or distortion, across the image to be +1.73

00

/pixel.

The root mean square deviation was reduced from

73m

�

A to 15m

�

A.
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Figure 1.29: The behaviour of the residuals of a two-

dimensional dispersion curve �t with di�erent pa-

rameters. The distortion was set to zero, whereas

the tilt of the blaze is set equal to the optimal value

-899

00

.
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Figure 1.30: Fragment of the spectra with water

vapour lines around H�. A series of 23 observations

of BW Vul were taken during two consecutive nights

with the 2nd optical camera of the SOFIN spectro-

graph. The shift of the lines due to bending of the

spectrograph at di�erent zenith distances is clearly

visible. Only the points marked around three strong

water lines in the �rst spectrum (which was used as

the reference spectrum) at the top of the plot were

used during cross-correlation with all other spectra.

1.7 Fine tuning of the wavelength

scale

� Removal of the random relative shifts of the spectra

in the reference order.

� Introducing the absolute o�set into the spectra in the

reference order.

� Applying the shift values to the spectra for all other

spectral orders.
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Figure 1.31: The same spectra stacked into an image.

The vertical axis gives indices of the spectra.
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Figure 1.32: After correction for the random shift

of the spectra. Still the whole picture is shifted in

wavelengths by the value of the o�set of the �rst

reference spectrum.


